Index of Flashcards
Teaching English Games
Even if you already have some flashcards that duplicate the vocabulary themes
below, you can never have too many. This is because they can serve to enrich
the kids visual/lexical association when seeing different images for the same
word. It is useful to use different sets interchangeably to keep pictures fresh for
the children and make them think about the meaning of the word rather than
just recognizing the picture.

Summary of the Vocabulary Themes
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Adjectives
Alphabet
Animal Body parts
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Animals
Birthday
Body parts
Clothing
Colours
Countries & continents
Directions
Family
Fast Food
Food and Drink
House and Furniture
Kitchen
Music
Numbers
Office
Places and Nature
Prepositions
Professions
Seasons and Weather
Telling the Time
Transport
Verbs

22 pictures of contrasting adjectives
3 x 26 Letters of the alphabet in lower case & capitals
20 drawings. For animals and for teachers wishing to
teach body parts without showing flesh
36 pictures, mainly photos
11 pictures of things at a birthday party
29 drawings of body parts in the flesh
21 pictures
14 colours
16 pictures
5 pictures
7 pictures
15 pictures including items for the Best Restaurant play
27 drawings
28 pictures
8 pictures
4 pictures of instruments
40 numbers from 1 to 1,000,000
6 pictures of items from the office
27 pictures of places and a few nouns from nature
9 pictures of a cute cat in different places
35 pictures
11 pictures
36 clock faces
14 pictures
37 pictures of animals doing things
Total number of pictures: 439 plus 26 alphabet & 40
numbers flashcards

Detailed List of all the Flashcards
1

Adjectives

2
3

Alphabet
Animal Body parts

4

Animals

5

Birthday

6

Body parts

7

Clothing

8

Colours

9

Continents & Countries

10 Directions
11 Family
12 Fast Food

13 Food and Drink

14 House and Furniture

15 Kitchen

Angry, big, bored, clean, cold, dirty, excited, fat, happy,
hot, hungry, noisy, old, quiet, sad, short, small, tall,
thin, thirsty, tired, young
A to Z in A5, in A4 and a to z in small size
Arm, back, chest, claws, feathers, fur, head, hoof,
knee, leg, mane, neck, paw, scales, shoulder, skin,
stomach, tail, trunk, wings
Alligator, bear, bird, camel, cat, chicken, cows, deer,
dog, duck, elephant, fish (singular), fish (plural), flies,
fly, giraffe, gorilla, hippo, horse, horses, insects,
kangaroo, kitten, lion, lions, monkey, pig, puppy,
rabbit, rabbits, rhino, sheep (lambs), snake, tiger,
tigers, zebra
Ball, balloons, birthday cake, birthday party, bubble,
card game, doll, game, gift, magician, presents
Ankle, arm, back, body, chest, chin, ear, eye, eyebrow,
face, feet, finger, foot, hair, hand, head, knee,
knuckles, leg, lips, mouth, nail, neck, nose, shoulders,
stomach, teeth, toe, wrist
Bag, boots, coat, dress, gloves, hat, jacket,
jumper/pullover/sweater, keys, nappies, purse, scarf,
shirt, shoes, shorts, skirt, socks, sunglasses, swim suit,
trousers (pants in US), T-shirt
Beige, black, blue, brown, cream, green, grey, orange,
pink, purple, red, turquoise, white, yellow
Continents: Africa, Antartica, Asia, Australia, Europe,
North America, South America
Countries: Australia, Canada, France, Great Britain,
Italy, Mexico, Spain, United States of America, World
map
Left, right, straight on, go, stop
Dad or father, mum or mother, granny or grandmother,
grandpa or grandfather, sister, brother, baby. Use also
for son, daughter, aunt, uncle, cousin
Bill, chips, chocolate cake, coke or soda, fly soup,
hamburger, hotdog, ice cream, menu, milkshake, pizza,
popcorn, shopping trolley, waiter, worm paté (for play
The Best Restaurant)
Apple, bananas, bread, butter, cakes, sweets, carrot,
cheese, chicken, chocolate, coffee, eggs, fish, flour,
fruits, meat, milk, orange juice, pasta or spaghetti,
peas, rice, salad, soup, sugar, tea, vegetables, water
Armchair, bath, bathroom, bed, bedroom, chair, chest
of drawers, chest, cushion, desk, door, furniture,
garden, hall, kitchen, lamp, living room, mirror, room,
shelves, shower, sink, sofa, stairs, table, television,
wardrobe, window
Bowl, cup, fork, glasses, knife, plate, spoon, to pour
(for play ‘Let’s Make a Cake’)

16
17
18
19

Music
Numbers
Office
Places and Nature

20 Prepositions
21 Professions

22 Seasons and Weather
23 Telling the Time
24 Transport
25 Verbs

Drums, guitar, piano, rocks (for play ‘The Rock Band’)
40 numbers from 1 to 1,000,000
Chair, computer, desk, lamp, pen, telephone x 2
Beach, cinema, city, clothes shop, country, desert, fair,
fields, flower, football pitch, forest, grass, hills, ice rink,
library, mountains, park, playground, pond, river,
school, sea, shopping centre or mall, swimming pool,
town, tree, village
Behind, between, far, in, near, next to, on, under, on
top of
Actor, airhostess, astronaut, businessman, car
mechanic, carpenter, chef or restaurant owner, cleaning
lady or maid, computer programmer, construction
worker or builder, dancer, delivery man, doctor, factory
worker, farmer, footballer, gardener, hairdresser,
musician, nurse, painter, pilot, plumber, policeman,
postman, president, scientist, seamstress, secretary,
shop assistant, singer, teacher, tour guide, vet, waiter
Winter, spring, summer, autumn, sun, cloud, wind,
rain, snow, to have a cold, cough medicine
O'clock and half past each hour
Bike or bicycle, boat, bus, car, hot air balloon,
motorbike, on foot, plane, ship, snow mobile, taxi,
train, truck (US) or lorry (UK)
To bake, to brush your hair, to build, to buy, to chase,
to clean your teeth, to dance, to dig, to drink, to draw,
to eat your breakfast/lunch, to eat, to find, to fish, to
get dressed, to kick, to lose, to love or to like, to make
a cake, to make mud pies or to play, to mix, to pass, to
read, to run, to say, to score, to sell, to shop, to sing or
to play the guitar, to ski, to sleep, to stretch, to surf, to
swap or to trade, to swim, to walk, to wash

